The world at your fingertips

Global coverage takes your business virtually everywhere

For many large enterprises, executives and teams travel around the globe and need constant connectivity. Whether they’re calling internationally, visiting subsidiaries or facilities in other countries, or flying in between, they need worry-free coverage that won’t slow them down.

T-Mobile’s voice and mobile internet solutions scale internationally to help your business stay connected, all at a predictable cost. T-Mobile’s international plans include:

**Global Plus 15GB**

Ideal for companies with worldwide teams. If your employees make a lot of international calls from the U.S., T-Mobile’s Global Plus 15GB includes:

- Unlimited talk, text, and 4G LTE device data in the U.S.
- Unlimited high-speed smartphone mobile hotspot data in the U.S.
- Unlimited HD video streaming (must be activated)
- Unlimited Stateside International Talk & Text
- Unlimited texting and calling in and between 210+ countries and destinations (Simple Global)
- 15GB high-speed data while roaming in 210+ countries and destinations (Simple Global)
- 5GB high-speed international smartphone mobile hotspot data in 210+ countries and destinations (Simple Global)
- 5GB high-speed data while roaming in Canada & Mexico
- Gogo in-flight all flight long (unlimited flights/sessions)
- Name ID
- Voicemail to Text

During congestion, the small fraction of customers using >50GB/mo. may notice reduced speeds until next bill cycle due to data prioritization. Limited time offer; subject to change. Credit approval, deposit, and $25 SIM starter kit may be required. Capable device and qualifying postpaid service required. Up to 15GB high-speed data in Simple Global countries then speeds at max 128kbps. In Canada/Mexico, up to 5GB high-speed data then unlimited at up to 128 Kbps. Voice and text features for direct communications between 2 people. Communications with premium-rate (e.g., 900, entertainment, high-rate helpline) numbers not included. Coverage not available in some areas; we are not responsible for our partners’ networks. Additional charges apply in excluded destinations; see www.t-mobile.com for included destinations (subject to change at T-Mobile’s discretion). Usage taxed in some countries. Not for extended international use; you must reside in the U.S. and primary usage must occur on our U.S. network. Device must register on our U.S. network before international use. Service may be terminated or restricted for excessive roaming. **HD Video**: Activation required. HD Video: Video streams in native resolution; some content providers may not stream their services in HD. **Tethering**: 5GB high-speed data in Simple Global countries then unlimited at max 3G speeds. **Name ID**: Enabling blocking may inadvertently block desired calls. Disable any time. **Gogo**: Wi-Fi & texting available on Gogo-equipped flights of U.S.-based airlines; Wi-Fi Calling functionality, valid e911 address, & 1 prior Wi-Fi call w/ current SIM card req’d for SMS/MMS/VM. **Stateside Int’l Talk**: Calls must originate on T-Mobile’s U.S. network or in Canada/Mexico. See T-Mobile.com for countries and rates; subject to change at T-Mobile’s discretion. **Coverage** not available in some areas. **Network Management**: Service may be slowed, suspended, terminated, or restricted for misuse, abnormal use, interference with our network or ability to provide quality service to other users, or significant roaming. On-device usage is prioritized over tethering usage, which may result in higher speeds for data used on device. See T-Mobile.com/OpenInternet for details. **See Terms and Conditions (including arbitration provision)** at www.T-Mobile.com for additional information. T-Mobile and the magenta color are registered trademarks of Deutsche Telekom AG. ©2019 T-Mobile USA, Inc.
Global business plan

For organizations with 100+ lines and teams that travel extensively, Global Business Plus gives them international high-speed data on their smartphones with tethering—as well as more international calling.

- Unlimited talk, text and 4G LTE device data in U.S. and 210+ countries and destinations, where available
- Unlimited 4G LTE smartphone mobile hotspot data stateside, plus 5GB high-speed smartphone mobile hotspot data in 210+ countries and destinations
- 5GB high-speed data while roaming in Canada & Mexico
- Unlimited HD video streaming (must be activated)
- Gogo® in-flight all flight long (unlimited flights/sessions)
- Voice calling and messaging in Canada, Mexico and the U.S. (unlimited calls to landlines in 70+ countries and to mobile numbers in 30+ countries) with unlimited texting

Contact a T-Mobile Business Expert today

—Sam Anderson,
Sr. Vice President, Capgemini
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